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Citizens Energy was launched in 1979 with a clear mission in mind – 
to ease the crippling pain of seeing the cost of heating oil skyrocket 
as the result of the OPEC boycott of oil shipments to the U.S. and the 
cartel’s collusion to keep prices high.

People were literally freezing to death, unable to a!ord the cost of 
keeping warm. For close to a century, the U.S. had managed to keep 
the cost of crude oil hovering around $1 a barrel but that all fell apart 
in the wake of OPEC’s action, which drove the price of crude up to 
$40 a barrel. U.S. oil companies were happy to see an illegal cartel 
jack up prices and sweeten their own bottom line.

Operating as the world’s "rst non-pro"t oil company, we used the 
levers of capitalism to help the poor. We bought crude oil from 
producing countries at the same prices that every major oil company 
paid and we used the pro"ts to help the poor pay their heating costs. 
Countries around the world welcomed doing business with Citizens 
Energy because we always paid our bills on time and because they 
cared about the fact that we were always helping people.

At its peak, our ventures made us a major independent lifter of 
crude oil, doing business in Latin America, the Mideast, Africa and 
the Soviet Union, all the while using pro"ts to help the poor with 
assistance programs in the U.S. and in countries where we were doing 
business. In many cases, we worked with our partners in developing 
countries to o!set the burden of enormous price increases for small 
nations. We built innovative biomass generators in Costa Rica to save 
on diesel fuel and developed what was at the time the largest solar 
project in the hemisphere – a solar hot-water heating array serving 
the Cornwall Regional Hospital in Jamaica.

We next applied our business model to making the homes of the poor 
more energy e!icient, cutting energy bills by 40% and using savings 
to pay o! low-interest loans to cover the cost of improvements. 
Citizens next expanded to the natural gas industry, challenging cartel 
control of the pipelines to buy and ship gas to city gates in 30 states 
and use the pro"ts to cover the unpaid utility bills of the poor.

Citizens Energy then took on the electricity industry, winning a 
landmark federal judgement to become the "rst non-utility to wheel 
power across state lines and in the process save millions of dollars for 
residential and business customers. We applied the same innovative 
thinking to the pharmaceutical drug industry, saving millions of 
dollars for the poor and members of large buying groups like unions 
and state workers by negotiating deep bulk purchasing discounts 
with manufacturers and mailing the medications to members of our 
buying group.

Forty years since signing our "rst oil deal, with hundreds of millions 
of dollars in bene"ts distributed to the poor, we’re still hard at work 
to make life’s basic needs more a!ordable. We have transitioned 
away from fossil fuels to major renewable energy projects like over 
40 ground-mounted, utility-scale solar arrays that provide discount 
electricity to low-income families – showing how green power can 
work for the poor. We build major high-voltage transmission lines 
that carry renewable power to market from remote desert locations 
and use the pro"ts to help families struggling to get by.

We have built the largest community solar project in the country, 
located in the high desert of Southern California, which is saving 
12,000 poor ratepayers $500 a year o! their electricity costs. We 
launched the largest low-income solar program in Massachusetts, 
called JOE-4-SUN, which will save households millions of dollars in 
electricity costs over the next 20 years while connecting over 3,000 
working families to the green revolution.

We are applying our model to building battery storage and microgrids 
to protect vulnerable communities, especially coastal towns, from 
the impact of global warming. We can reduce costs to municipalities 
and large energy users and provide resiliency to weather events 
at a time of rapid climate change. This is especially important for 
cities and towns facing disaster if power goes down to police and 
"re departments, hospitals, shelters and other critically needed 
facilities. We are also partnering on a massive o!-shore wind project 
to deliver energy savings to low-income households and build 
resilience projects in communities impacted by the 800-megawatt 
Vineyard Wind array.

This annual report chronicles in detail our 40-year history and outlines 
our exciting new ventures. We appreciate your interest in Citizens 
Energy and invite you to contact us to explore ways we can work 
together to build on our legacy of philanthropy and innovation to 
ensure that life’s basic needs remain accessible and a!ordable to all.

Sincerely,
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Citizens Energy Corporation

88 Black Falcon Avenue, Suite 342 

Boston, Massachusetts 02210

CitizensEnergy.com

(617) 338-6300
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WE USE PROFITS FROM SUCCESSFUL AND 
INNOVATIVE ENERGY VENTURES TO MAKE LIFE’S 
BASIC NEEDS MORE AFFORDABLE FOR THE POOR.

Dear Friend: 

Joseph P. Kennedy II
Chairman and President



CITIZENS CONSERVATION CORPORATION

Citizens Conservation Corporation was founded 
to increase the energy e/iciency of apartments 
and homes to bene0t low-income families. The 
program installed energy upgrades for thousands 
of households, which used a portion of the 
resulting savings to pay for the improvements.

CITIZENS HEAT & POWER CORPORATION 

Citizens Heat & Power Corporation was 
established to increase energy e/iciency in 
major institutional energy users like schools, 
universities, hospitals and municipal buildings. 
Expanding Citizens Energy’s impact beyond 
residential energy conservation, the company 
provided $27 million in energy savings to over 

170 institutions across the 
country, including large public 

housing developments in 
Massachusetts, New York 

and Illinois.

CITIZENS RESOURCES

Citizens Resources was created 
to operate as the trading arm of 
Citizens Energy. The company’s 
global purchases of  crude oil, 
natural gas and petroleum 
products exceeded $3 billion. 
Its activities included trading 

crude oil, supplying it to re0ners 
for processing and establishing 

its own markets for the sale of 
petroleum products.

HOME OIL TRANSFER

Initiated by Michael L. Kennedy and administered 
by the Robert F. Kennedy Foundation, the Home Oil 
Transfer Program picked up and sold excess heating 
oil from households converting to other heating 
fuels. Pro0ts from the sale of over one million gallons 
in unused heating oil in the U.S. and Canada were 

channeled to support charitable programs and 
youth citizenship projects.

BOSTON NEIGHBORHOODS 
ENERGY COALITION

A 76-member coalition of
Boston’s community and energy 
organizations, the group was 
organized by Citizens Energy to ensure 
the success of the federal fuel assistance 
program in the Hub’s urban neighborhoods. 
The coalition provided information, 
translation services and legal advice to 
foster a more e/ective emergency fuel 
assistance communications network. 
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OIL PROGRAM

In our pursuit to lessen the burdens of poverty 
and aid low-income families in achieving self-
su/iciency, the Citizens Oil Program provided 
discount heating oil to Massachusetts 
families in need. The program, later expanded 
into a national initiative in the 
new millenium, delivered  
over 36 million gallons of 
heating oil, saving needy 
families about $10 
million.

Citizens Energy Corporation was launched in 1979 as oil prices went through the roof because of the 
OPEC cartel’s boycott of oil shipments to the U.S. and ongoing turbulence in the Mideast. Soaring heating 
costs led to elderly Americans shivering and sometimes freezing to death in their own homes. Joe Kennedy 
and his !edgling team raced to create the world’s "rst non-pro"t oil company to help the poor shoulder 
the burden of rising oil prices. Citizens Energy struck a crude oil deal with Venezuela, signed contracts 
to ship the oil to a re"nery in Puerto Rico and sold the re"ned products on the open market, with the 
exception of the heating oil, which was shipped to Boston Harbor. From there, Citizens Energy provided 
the heating oil at a 40% discount to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, allowing the state to expand 
the number of low-income households served by the thousands. Through the remainder of the decade, 
Citizens Energy, under the leadership of Joe Kennedy and then his brother Michael, built on this theme 
of innovative business leadership and charitable purpose to create successful ventures in the electricity 
trading, natural gas and pharmaceutical drugs industries – all while using 100% of the pro"ts to help 
the poor at home and abroad.
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CITIZENS POWER & LIGHT

Citizens Energy’s e/orts to enter the 
electricity industry began with a proposal 
to ship low-cost surplus electricity from 
a Utah plant to a California utility and 
in the process lower electricity costs 
for consumers. Citizens encountered 
resistance from incumbent interests and 
pushed through a landmark Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission 
ruling, known as the “Citizens 
Decision,” clearing the way for 
Citizens to become the 0rst 
non-utility to wheel electricity

 across state lines. As the nation’s 0rst 
independent power marketer, Citizens 

Power & Light opened up the industry 
to competition and paved the way for 
deregulation. Over the course of 10 years, 
the company bought and sold billions 
of dollars worth of electricity, saving 

money in energy costs for households 
and businesses across the country 

while also using pro0ts to write 
down the unpaid electricity bills for 
thousands of low-income families.

CITIZENS GAS SUPPLY CORPORATION

A spike in natural gas prices in the early 1980s led Citizens Energy to launch a new venture to use pro0ts 
from gas trading to help low-income households with their gas heating and cooking bills. But incumbent 
players in the industry – the well and pipeline owners – resisted e/orts to open up gas 0elds and pipelines 
to broader competition. Just as it did in opening up the electricity business, Citizens Energy challenged 
oligopoly control of the system in the courts. When a major pipeline company got caught in a regulatory 
vise after overcharging for gas, it agreed to a settlement that included allowing Citizens to buy gas at 
the wellhead and ship it through their lines, soon making Citizens the largest non-producer shipping gas 
through the interstate pipeline system. Starting with an innovative deal with Brooklyn Gas, Citizens bought 
and sold billions of cubic feet of gas, selling the fuel at the Weighted Average Cost at dozens of city gates 
in over 30 states, and used the pro0ts to underwrite the unpaid gas utility bills of millions of customers. 
Citizens Gas Supply sold as much as $160 million of gas every day.

CITIZENS MEDICAL CORPORATION

The burden of rising prescription drug costs led 
Citizens Energy to venture outside of the 
energy 0eld for the 0rst time to create 
a company to cut costs for consumers 
through mail delivery of medications. 
Citizens Medical Corporation, working 
in partnership with Medco Containment 
Services, contracted with large buying 
groups like members of Blue Cross Blue 
Shield and the American Postal Workers 
Union to get their prescriptions by mail. 
Citizens used the leverage of these 
groups to negotiate lower prices for 
medications, cutting overall costs 

by 40% for our customers. This business model 
helped spur the creation of the multi-billion 

dollar Pharmacy Bene0t Management 
industry. Citizens Medical eventually 
became the largest broker of mail-
service prescriptions in the country, with 
annual sales topping over $90 million.

NATURAL GAS PROGRAM

Following the rapid increase in natural gas prices in 1981 to 1983, Citizens used pro0ts from gas-trading to 
provide last-resort energy grants to needy families across the country. Working with 

the Salvation Army, the program provided over $30 million in assistance to 
hundreds of thousands of low-income households in 30 states.

Venezuela # 1981
Citizens sponsored a solar and heat reclamation installation to 

provide 50,000 liters of hot water each day to a maternity hospital in 

Caracas, representing about 90% of the hospital’s hot water needs. 

Citizens also provided technical grants to improve farming practices.

Nigeria # 1987
Citizens Farm was established as an experimental agricultural 

project to increase the productivity and quality of life on farms. The 

124-acre parcel produced poultry, !sh and various !eld crops raised 

through educational programs to bene!t the local community.C!"!#$%& E%$'() C*'+. | A%%,-. R$+*'"

Jamaica # 1981
Citizens built a major solar hot-water heating system at the 

Cornwall Regional Hospital in Montego Bay. The Caribbean’s 

largest solar installation at the time, the project replaced a costly 

generator that used 12,000 gallons of diesel fuel each year. 

Costa Rica # 1982
Citizens Energy built a biomass energy system, siphoning o" methane 

gas from farm waste in a biodigester to power a turbine and provide 

electricity for local use.

CHARITABLE REINVESTMENT CHARITABLE REINVESTMENT 
Citizens committed to devoting 25% of our pro0ts to sustainable energy projects in the countries in which we did  business to 

give back to the impacted communities and improve cooperation among nations.
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ANGOLA EDUCATION ASSISTANCE FUND

The expansion of Citizens Energy’s commercial and 
charitable work in Angola led to Michael Kennedy 
serving as an o/icial observer in the nation’s 0rst 
democratic presidential elections at the end of a 
long civil war. During Michael Kennedy’s visits, he 
befriended Angolan Cardinal Dom Alexandre do 
Nascimento, who requested help in establishing 
the Catholic University of Angola, the country’s 0rst 
private institution of higher education. Citizens 
Energy, working with Chevron and StatOil, 
funnelled a $1 million auction payment 
for the development of an o/shore oil 
block to serve as seed money for the 
creation of the university. 

Citizens was subsequently involved in the passage 
of groundbreaking legislation directing one penny 
of every barrel of oil sold by the national oil company 
to a fund for the university, providing a steady and 
reliable stream of revenue to this day. Citizens 
also established the Angola Education Assistance 
Fund to provide grants to the university, ship books 
and computers to the campus and educate a new 
generation of leaders. The university opened its 

doors to its 0rst class of students in 1999.

CITIZENS INTERNATIONAL

Citizens International was established in 1999 
to meet the social and economic needs of 
developing countries. Citizens International 
worked with host governments, multinational 
corporations and multilateral aid agencies to 
improve health care, education, agriculture, 
job training, small business growth and 
infrastructure development in struggling 
countries. Among its initiatives, Citizens 
International provided $2.2 million in grants to 
improve healthcare in rural Nigeria.

MICROLENDING

Citizens Energy partnered with micro-credit institutions 
to extend small loans, 0nancial training, networking and 
peer-support opportunities to extremely low-income 
populations in South Africa, Colombia, and Ecuador. 
Through this innovative and market-based model, 
Citizens contributed $230,000 in 0nancing for 
small business loans that helped break the cycle of 
poverty for hundreds of families. 

PUBLIC HEALTH INITIATIVE

Keeping with the tradition of linking 
community programs to the commercial 
ventures that fund them, Citizens Energy 
founded this initiative using revenues from 
Citizens Medical to provide public grants to 
fund research and organizations that bene0t 
uninsured populations. The Public Health 
Initiative 0nanced $423,000 in projects 
ranging from homeless shelter medical clinics 
to outreach for at-risk youth.

During Citizens Energy’s second decade, the company aggressively 
expanded into international energy markets, dramatically increasing 
our footprint in exploration and production deals in Africa, particularly 
in Angola. At the same time, under the leadership of Michael Kennedy, 
who succeeded as Citizens Energy’s president after Joe Kennedy left 
to serve in Congress, the company launched medical relief missions 
to the Congo and Angola and committed signi"cant resources to 
providing winter heating assistance to hundreds of homeless shelters 
each year.

SHELTER HEAT PROGRAM

The Shelter Heat Program was founded to help homeless shelters manage increased demand for 
services in the wake of decreased federal support for housing programs. The shelter heating initiative 
frees up limited funds to support crucial services, including health care, education and job training for 
our most vulnerable citizens by providing heating assistance grants to over 200 homeless shelters in 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

1992 1993 1996
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Angola # 1990s

As part of a commercial agreement with 

Angola’s national oil company, Citizens 

began a series of economic development 

programs, including an e"ort to develop 

more e"icient and e"ective methods of !sh 

production, harvesting, drying and salting.
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CITIZENS HEALTH

Citizens Health was launched to provide uninsured 
senior citizens and working families with the same 
level of pharmaceutical discounts available to those 
with insurance. Citizens Health grew to o/er a 
wide array of a/ordable healthcare services. After 
a decade in business, Citizens Health helped 
shape the expansion of national healthcare 
policies, leading to the creation of the 
Medicare Part D prescription drug 
bene0t for elderly Americans.

JOE!4!OIL

While Citizens Energy began 
providing a/ordable heating oil in 
Massachusetts with our 0rst oil 
contract in 1979, the program 
then expanded to the national 
level and became known as 
JOE-4-OIL. Citizens Energy 
received donated oil from 
CITGO in 2005 and over 
the course of  the 
next 10 years, JOE-
4-OIL provided $500 
million in heat savings to 
650,000 families across 25 states.

CITIZENS WIND

Citizens Wind was founded to develop sustainable 
and socially responsible utility-scale wind projects to 

generate a/ordable green energy to meet the 
needs of local communities. Citizens developed 

projects in Canada and the U.S., working on 
innovative projects with First Nations in both 

countries.

In 1999, Joseph P. Kennedy II returned from Congress to take the helm of Citizens Energy following the 
tragic death of his brother Michael. Joe revitalized the heating oil program, christened JOE-4-OIL, and 
launched an innovative health initiative to help uninsured Americans receive the same discounts o$ered 
to those with coverage. Citizens Energy also made a signi"cant move into renewables with the creation 
of Citizens Transmission and Citizens Wind. 

BUILDINGS PROGRAM

The Buildings Program drew on CITGO 
funding to deliver much-needed 
energy savings to homeless shelters 

and families living in tenant-
owned cooperatives. Over its 

lifetime, the program provided 
22 million gallons of heating 
oil to 230,000 low-income 
apartments and provided $11.5 

million in savings to homeless 
shelters.

TRIBAL HEATING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

With 28% of all Native Americans living below 
the poverty line, Citizens Energy began the Tribal 
Heating Assistance Program to make winter 
heat more a/ordable for some of the poorest 
populations in the country. In partnership 
with CITGO, the program provided $20 million 
in heating assistance to over 30,000 households 
across 272 tribal communities.

CITIZENS TRANSMISSION

Citizens Transmission was founded to increase grid reliability, alleviate transmission bottlenecks, unlock 
access to renewable energy and improve energy a/ordability in the communities impacted by the 
transmission lines. Citizens has completed several large projects in California and developed partnerships 
with utilities in the Northeast to o/er innovative transmission solutions.

2001 2003 20072005
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2010!
In the last decade, Citizens Energy dramatically expanded its reach into renewables, becoming one of 
the largest developers of ground mounted utility-scale solar arrays in the country while also developing 
high-voltage transmission lines to carry green energy from remote desert locations to major urban load 
centers. Citizens Energy is the national leader in community solar programs for the poor with major 
projects on both coasts and is building the energy structure of the future with our cutting-edge energy 
storage and microgrid developments.

CITIZENS SOLAR

Citizens Solar was founded to 
foster greater advancement 
and utilization of green energy 
technologies, expand access 
to renewables and generate 
sustainable revenues to 
fund community programs.

SOLAR HOMES PROGRAM

As part of our commitment to the Imperial 
Valley community in California, Citizens Energy 
started the Solar Homes Program to prevent 
low-income households from having to make 
the di/icult trade-o/s that come with the costs 
of air-conditioning in a region where summer 

temperatures can top 110 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The program utilized pro0ts from Citizens 

Energy’s investment in the Sunrise 
PowerLink transmission line to provide 
free, 20-year leases on rooftop solar 

panels to make energy costs more 
a/ordable to families in need.

CITIZENS STORAGE & MICROGRIDS

Citizens launched our storage and microgrid business to develop 
projects that increase the energy resiliency of communities 
and their ability to withstand the e/ects of climate 
change, while also generating revenues to fund 
charitable programs. Citizens currently has 
major battery storage projects under 
development in Philadelphia and 
in Western Massachusetts.

JOE!4!SUN

JOE-4-SUN is Citizens Energy’s newest 
charitable program and was launched to make 
the renewable energy revolution accessible 
to all by providing green energy produced by 
Citizens’ solar arrays at a deep discount to 
households in need in Massachusetts 
and New York.

CITIZENS IMPERIAL SOLAR

Built, owned and operated by Citizens Energy, Citizens 
Imperial Solar is the largest low-income community solar 
project in the country. In partnership with a local utility, 
the 30-megawatt array provides 12,000 low-income 
families in Imperial Valley, California with discount 
green energy.

2010 2013 20192018



Citizens provides millions of dollars in savings to 
energy o"-takers through PPAs, Net-Metering Credit 
Sales Agreements and Community Solar models.

We bring years of low-
maintenance revenue from clean 
energy development to landowners 
through land-lease agreements.

Through our full-0nancing capabilities, we fund and 
manage early- and late-stage development activities 
from origination through the life of the project.
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Citizens Energy Corporation’s 0rst steps into solar came in 1980 with pilot projects in early stage residential 
solar technology. In 2010, Citizens once again picked up the mantle to become a national leader in solar 
development. Citizens Energy develops, #nances, constructs, owns and operates utility-scale, ground-
mounted projects that generate green energy while producing positive local impacts. Our integrated 
development process means we stick with our partners from the 0rst evaluation through the life of the asset. 
Specializing in photovoltaic technology, Citizens Energy builds projects in partnership with municipalities, 
utilities, schools, individuals and industrial clients. We o/er customized solar energy solutions paired with 
1exibility to meet the needs of each partner.  

Solar technology is the future of energy development and a key solution to eliminating our world’s reliance 
on fossil fuels. Through our innovative, utility-scale developments, Citizens Energy has the capacity to 
make major strides in the 0ght against climate change by reducing carbon emissions.

Citizens Energy specializes in building ground-mounted 
solar farms on environmentally contaminated sites to turn 
brown0elds into green0elds. In our site selection process, 
we give preference to land0lls, brown0elds and Superfund 
sites so that we can transform blighted wastelands into 
productive energy developments.  We have transformed 
15 sites, including two EPA Superfund sites, into clean 
energy projects that directly bene0t the local communities 
impacted by these formerly polluted plots.

Citizens Energy owns and operates the largest low-income community solar project in the country. The 
30-megawatt array in Imperial Valley, California, provides discount electricity to 12,000 low-income families 
each year. The 200-acre, 107,000-panel installation ful0lls a key part of Citizens Energy’s mission to develop 
cutting-edge green technologies that make the renewable energy revolution accessible for all. Citizens Energy 
also owns and operates JOE-4-SUN, the largest low-income community solar program in Massachusetts.
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Citizens Energy’s 30-megawatt low-
income community solar array in 
Imperial Valley, CA . Citizens Energy’s 4-megawatt solar array built 

on a capped land2ll in Falmouth, MA.
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Citizens Energy has several transmission 
projects under development in California and the 
Northeast. In California, Citizens is working with 
utilities and the regional grid operator to alleviate 
bottlenecks to increased renewable energy. 
In the Northeast, Citizens is partnering with a 
major utility to design green energy pathways 
to Massachusetts from New York, Vermont and 
New Hampshire to help the Commonwealth 
meet its renewable energy goals.
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Building on our commitment to combat climate change, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and ensure 
energy a/ordability for the most vulnerable populations, Citizens Energy Corporation launched Citizens 
Transmission. Citizens Transmission develops cutting-edge, high-voltage transmission lines that bring 
green energy from rural areas to densely populated electric load centers. Our unique investment model 
means we partner with investor-owned and public utilities and large energy companies to build crucial 
pathways from green energy generation to end-users, while using pro0ts to ensure the renewable energy 
technology is a/ordable for low-income communities impacted by the projects.

The Sunrise PowerLink was developed in partnership with San Diego Gas 
& Electric to meet the power needs of over 650,000 homes in California. 
Citizens’ pro0ts from this line have been used to fund two charitable 
initiatives in Imperial County – our Solar Homes program and 30 megawatts 
of low-income community solar serving 12,000 households.

Our unique partnerships with incumbent utilities allow us to deploy 
the advantages of an independent transmission company to spur 
construction of new transmission lines.

Citizens Transmission projects alleviate major transmission 
bottlenecks to increase access to green energy for millions of 
households in urban areas across the country.

MA
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VT

NH Pro0ts from the Sycamore-Peñasquitos Transmission Line will be used 
to help low-income families share in the bene0ts of the electri0cation of 
the transportation sector. Community organizations around San Diego 
that serve low-income families will gain access to electric transportation 
options and charging infrastructure to reduce polluting emissions where 
they live and work.
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One of the main goals of Citizens Energy’s transition into renewables is to foster sustainable communities 
as modern society scrambles to face the impacts of climate change. To further promote resiliency, Citizens 
Energy Corporation introduced Citizens Storage & Microgrids to develop innovative projects that reduce 
our reliance on fossil fuels by increasing communities’ capacities to meet peak energy demands with green 
power, while hardening and strengthening the distributed energy infrastructure to increase resiliency.

COMMERCIAL
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With each of our carefully designed projects and programs, Citizens Energy strives to have a positive impact 
on the local populations a/ected by construction. Citizens Wind was founded to change the relationship 
between commercial wind projects and the communities they touch by creating socially responsible 
partnerships to develop new utility-scale wind projects throughout the United States and Canada.

The Native Wind initiative was created to unlock access to renewable energy resources 
for Native American tribes across the country. Citizens Energy has worked with tribes from 

Maine to South Dakota to Arizona on wind proposals containing ownership bene0ts for First 
Nations. We continue to work with the Mistissini Cree tribe, in Northern Quebec, to develop 

green power to bene0t one of the most vulnerable populations in North America.

Citizens Energy’s 0rst wind projects prioritized local community 
interests with the development of 233 megawatts of clean 

energy from northern New York into Canada. Both projects, 
now sold, provide hundreds of thousands of dollars to local 

municipalities in land-lease agreements.

Citizens Energy is developing a 6.4-megawatt lithium ion Battery Energy Storage System in a 1,200-acre 
Philadelphia industrial park. The system will provide peak-shaving services and load-factor improvement. The 
goal is to maximize the e/iciency of multiple on-site distributed energy resources, ranging from solar arrays to 
diesel generators, by using the BESS to bu/er large load swings and further reduce peak power load. When not 
used for peak shaving, the system will participate in the regional grid operator’s frequency regulation market 
designed to balance power over the grid. In the future, the system may serve as a bu/er for microgrid islanding 
of the park, providing long-term resiliency in a waterfront area vulnerable to weather-related outages.

Citizens Energy is partnering with a major municipal utility 
in Western Massachusetts to build a 4.9-megawatt Battery 
Energy Storage System to provide transmission and capacity cost savings to local customers. Citizens 
will work with the utility to predict and dispatch the system to shave the peak during times of high 
demand, thus reducing high capacity and transmission charges. When not used for peak shaving, the 
system will participate in the New England Independent System Operator market to regulate power on 
the regional grid.

Citizens Energy is actively developing three microgrid projects across multiple 
states designed to integrate distributed energy resources with distribution to 
operate in parallel with the electric grid or in an island mode. These systems all 
increase the resilience of our clients’ energy infrastructure in case of climate or 
other disaster-related outages as well as lower electricity costs. The projects 
under development will aid critical community structures like schools, hospitals 
and emergency response centers in becoming self-su/icient in times of crisis. 

Citizens Energy forged a strategic partnership in 2018 with Vineyard 
Wind, developer of the 0rst large-scale o/shore wind project in North 
America. The 800-megawatt project, to be built in ocean waters 14 miles 
south of Martha’s Vineyard, will supply Massachusetts with a massive 
infusion of renewable energy and make the Bay State a national leader in 
the wind industry. Drawing on pro0ts from the project, once operational, 
Citizens will manage $1 million in annual funding for 15 years to 0nance 
energy a/ordability and resiliency projects in communities impacted 
by the wind farm. Projects 0nanced by the Resiliency and A/ordability 
Fund will include energy e/iciency upgrades in multi-family low-
income housing, solar and energy storage projects and microgrids to 
enhance energy security and reliability in public buildings.

COMMERCIAL
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CHARITY

A pioneer in social entrepreneurship, Citizens Energy has been 0nding creative ways to meet the energy 
needs of the poor while striving to help them achieve self-su/iciency. JOE-4-SUN builds on this legacy of 
innovation and philanthropy by bringing the promise of the renewable energy revolution to families in need. 
As the largest low-income community solar program in Massachusetts, JOE-4-SUN paves the way for a 
green future that everyone can participate in.

Implemented under the Solar Massachusetts Renewable 
Target initiative, the JOE-4-SUN program is comprised of six 
solar arrays — 0ve in Massachusetts and one in New York. 
These arrays, totaling 22 megawatts, provide green energy at 
a deep discount to families in need. Program subscribers see 
their electric costs lowered through clean energy bill credits 
generated by Citizens Energy’s innovative community solar 
installations. Not only is JOE-4-SUN the largest low-income 
community solar program in Massachusetts, but Citizens 
Energy recently unveiled the largest low-income community 
solar project in the country in Imperial Valley, California.

Building on Citizens Energy’s mission to make life’s basic needs more a/ordable for those who are left 
behind, the Citizens Shelter Heat Program addresses the energy needs of organizations who work to provide 
for our most vulnerable populations. By signi0cantly o/setting the energy costs for homeless shelters, the 
program diverts limited funding back to crucial services.

Since our inception in 1979, Citizens Energy Corporation has committed to reinvesting the pro0ts of 
successful energy ventures into programs that serve poor families. In keeping with this pledge, the Citizens 
Energy’s Solar Homes Program used pro0ts from the Citizens Energy Sunrise PowerLink transmission line 
to provide free 20-year prepaid leases on rooftop solar panels for low-income families in Imperial Valley, 
California.  The solar panels o/set the heavy burden of air-conditioning costs that many households can’t 
a/ord in a climate where summer temperatures can soar above 115 degrees Fahrenheit.

CITIZENS SHELTER HEAT PROGRAM

CALIFORNIA SOLAR HOMES PROGRAM

CHARITY
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TESTIMONIALS

Peter F. Smith, Chief Executive O"icer

Peter F. Smith is responsible for all aspects of Citizen Energy’s business and charitable activities, overseeing 
the company’s day-to-day operations. Before joining Citizens Energy, he was a manager at the Boston 
Consulting Group and spent 0ve years on active duty with the United States Coast Guard. Smith holds a 
BS in economics from the U.S. Coast Guard Academy and an MBA from Harvard Business School. 

- Ana Saucedo

CITIZENS IMPERIAL SOLAR

JOE"4"OIL
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Joseph P. Kennedy II

Founder, Chairman & President

Joseph P. Kennedy II founded Citizens Energy in 1979 and over the next seven years built up 
successful ventures in the oil, natural gas, electricity trading, energy conservation and mail-

order pharmaceutical industries. Each subsidiary produced pro0ts used to make life’s 
basic needs more a/ordable for the poor. The eldest son of the late U.S. Sen. Robert 

F. Kennedy and Ethel Kennedy, Joe left the company in 1986 to represent the 8th 
District of Massachusetts in Congress. During his 12-year tenure on Capitol Hill he 
authored landmark legislation that used the levers of private enterprise to deliver 
social and economic bene0ts to millions of Americans, from fair lending laws to 
tax credits to stimulate a/ordable housing development.2  He was a champion 
of human rights, social justice, humanitarian aid and democracy in Northern 
Ireland, Haiti and Armenia. After returning to the helm of Citizens Energy in 1999, 
Kennedy expanded the company’s oil heat program, launched a major health-
care company and started ventures in the wind, solar, battery storage, microgrid 
and high-voltage transmission industries. 

Ernie Panos, Chief Financial O"icer

Ernie Panos manages all the corporate 0nance and investment activities for Citizens Energy. With almost 
30 years of experience in 0nancial services, Panos served as a managing director at several 0rms before 

joining Citizens Energy. He earned an MBA from the University of Chicago Booth School of Business and a 
BS in 0nance, investments and economics from Babson College. 

Brian Morrissey, Vice President/Managing Director for Citizens Renewables

Brian Morrissey manages all of Citizens Energy’s renewable-related activities, including project 
origination, development, construction and asset management. Prior to joining Citizens, he was on the 

global power team at Cambridge Energy Research Associates and worked in GE Energy’s marketing and 
strategy group. A former U.S. Army o/icer, Morrissey received a BS in mechanical engineering from the U.S. 

Military Academy and an MBA from MIT. 

Michael L. Kennedy, Vice President for Business Development

Michael Kennedy develops new business opportunities in the energy sector for Citizens Energy, with a 
focus on renewables. Before joining Citizens, he served as a management consultant with Deloitte with a 
specialty in government strategy and worked in international 0nance. He has an BA in economics from 
Stanford University and both an MS in foreign service and an MBA from Georgetown University.

 

Kristina Perez, Vice President for Charitable Programs

Kristina Perez oversees all of Citizens Energy’s charitable initiatives, including the JOE-4-SUN low-income 
community solar program and the Shelter Heat Program. She previously managed the company’s national 
JOE-4-OIL program.  Prior to joining Citizens Energy, she managed programs for the Robert F. Kennedy 
Children’s Action Corps and WGBH. She received a BS in communications from Boston University. 

I am thankful for residential energy assistance programs for senior 
citizens. When I heard about the solar project and the discount we 
were going to receive from that contract, I was even happier.  When 
you are on Social Security, you have limited income to pay for your 
necessities — utilities, medical, food — and so this additional discount 
has helped me so much and I am thankful to Citizens Energy for their 
generosity in helping local seniors.

Not very many people were willing to work with tribes and 
it’s hard for us to build trusting relationships with outside 
organizations. But, during one of the coldest winters and 
at a time of the greatest need, Citizens Energy came 
through for us. They provided almost $500,000 in heating 
assistance to 570 homes on our reservation.

- Chief Joe Brings Plenty, Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe

- Rosa Almanzar, Project Hope Family Shelter Director

SHELTER HEAT PROGRAM
It is a comfort every year knowing that no matter how cold the winter is, Citizens 
Energy will keep us warm and allow us to focus our funding and resources on 
the programs and services that lead our shelter families to homes of their own.

JOE"4"SUN
I appreciate all the help I got with JOE-4-OIL, 
and now I’m saving with JOE-4-SUN. Everything 
that helps us is a blessing from God. I’m glad to 
get the solar energy just to help the planet. 
I just want to say thank you, Joe.

- Essie Thomas-Ware

MEET THE TEAM  


